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                    Trademark & Patent Attorneys

Do You Have an Idea?

Perhaps it's an idea that you have been working on for months, or maybe even years?


Maybe you've been working on this  idea at home in the garage, the basement or even in your home office. Or  perhaps you've been tinkering with an idea at work when you've had some free  time.

And like most, you continually think to yourself "This is a great  idea".

And maybe you even confided in family or friends about this idea....and they  told you the same thing? If this scenario sounds familiar, then maybe  it's time to take the next step.

And we'd like to help.

My name is John Rizvi.  My partner, Glenn Gold, and I are  Registered Patent Attorneys.
 
Incidentally, we are also best friends from law school.

Over 15 years ago, we dreamed of forming a law firm focusing exclusively on  protecting new ideas and have worked hard over the years to build the  reputation of Gold & Rizvi, P.A. to where it is today.

Together we make an unbeatable team – The Idea Attorneys®.

We believe that is far better to  excel in a single area of law then to be mediocre in a number of different  fields. So, we focus on doing only one thing - protecting new ideas - and  doing it better than anyone else.

Every day we secure and preserve the  intellectual property rights of our clients with their patent, trademark and copyright issues. We even extend our practice to even more specialized  areas of intellectual property laws such as trade secrets, computer and Internet law, unfair competition, and franchising matters related to intellectual property.


Both of us are frequently quoted in national legal journals and  intellectual property publications. Over the years, we have become  recognized experts in intellectual property law and are AV rated by the  Martindale Hubbel legal directory, the highest rating possible for a law firm.

And as clients of our firm, you will  always deal directly with one of us.

Just below, we provide more information about patents, trademarks and other  areas of Intellectual Property Law. Go ahead and spend a few minutes exploring  the area that applies to your particular situation....and discover what you  need to do to take your idea to the next level.

But before you do, let me say  this....

When it comes down to finding help with your ideas, you really deserve  better than the closest local patent attorney.

Here's what I mean by that. If you were looking for a surgeon to perform  open-heart surgery, would you limit your search to those advertising in your  local phone book or within driving distance?

Of course not. You would look for the most experienced, recommended, and  qualified doctor you can find — and travel to him or her to have your  operation.

If your idea is good enough that you worry about someone stealing it, it is  worth patenting – and patenting it correctly.

And since hiring a patent attorney requires no travel, why limit your search to  the closest attorneys you can find?

Less than 1 percent of all lawyers are registered to practice before the United  States Patent Office. So why limit your choice of a lawyer even further  by focusing on the tiny handful of patent lawyers that happen to be within  driving distance of you?

All patenting matters can (and usually are) handled personally via telephone,  facsimile, email, and overnight delivery without any required in-person  meetings. Today, most patent applications are filed ELECTRONICALLY over  the Internet using the Patent Office’s digital filing software — making a  lawyer's distance from the Patent Office completely irrelevant. In fact,  the U.S. Patent Office stopped maintaining paper copies of patents at their  patent search facility years ago.

That's why it's no surprise that a significant number of our clients are  located all over the U.S., and many are even outside of the United States (Our  easy to use webcam and video conferencing abilities attract a lot of new  clients).

If you have any questions at all, don't hesitate to contact me of my partner  at 1 866 433 2288, or use the contact form located on this page. And  we do hope you take a few minutes on our website and discover more about  Intellectual Property Laws in the U.S. - and how you can take advantage of that  protection.


Need Help?

Call us Toll Free at 1-866-433-2288 with any questions you may have regarding patents, trademarks and copyrights.

Send Us A Message »
 
                  
                
                
             
 
            
             
                Have Questions?

                Feel free to call us at 1-866-433-2288. We can answer any question you may have about protecting your unique idea.
                       
				
            Ready to Get Started?

            Why wait? Get started protecting the rights to your idea or invention now! 
  
            Contact Us Now »

             

           
            
             
                We are The Idea Attorneys®

                AV Rated Top 3% of Lawyers

                [image: AV Rated, top 3%; the highest rating by Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory for excellence in legal expertise and professionalism]

                Our firm has been awarded an AV rating, the highest rating bestowed by the Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory for our legal expertise and overall professional excellence.

                We express our sincere gratitude to members of the bar and judiciary for continuing to recognize the quality of our intellectual property practice.



                Board Certified Attorney
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                Florida Bar Board Certified Intellectual Property Attorney
 
                Under Florida law, only lawyers that have been Board Certified as experts are legally permitted to identify themselves as specialists or experts in an area of law. Board Certification was established to assist consumers in selecting specialists in various areas of law.
                
             

           
            
				
             		How To Get A Patent

					Don't let your idea get stolen. Protect it!
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                Wondering How to Protect Your Idea?

                Feel free to contact us. We can answer any question you may have about protecting your unique idea.
                       
  

           
   
          

       

       

            
             
                


Intellectual Property Information

Patent Law:

Patent law allows an individual to  profit from their idea. By holding a patent, it gives you the legal right  to stop others from using your idea unless they:

	Obtain your permission first; 
	And pay you a continuous licensing fee (or royalty payment) - or purchase the patent from you. 


When you file a patent, you  establish ownership of an idea. It’s very similar to the way a Title  proves ownership of an automobile or a deed proves ownership of your home.  And just like your home, patents can be very valuable. They can be sold,  purchased, leased and used as collateral for loans. You can even use a  will and pass it along to your heirs.



Trademark Law:

A trademark gives you the exclusive  right to use a mark to distinguish the goods or services of one person or  company from another. Typically, a trademark will be a word, phrase, logo  or design. Sometimes you’ll even see a trademark be a combination of  these elements.


Copyright Law:

Copyrights are typically used to  protect creative expressions, such as:

	Books 
	Articles 
	Seminars 
	Sales brochures 
	Advertising 
	Solicitation letters and emails 
	Instruction manuals 
	Architectural and engineering drawings 
	Pictures 
	Photographs 
	Paintings 
	Graphical images 
	Web-site designs and content 
	Computer software 
	Music 
	And sound recordings 


Internet & Computer Law:

Intellectual property protection, as  it relates to the Internet, encompasses a number of different areas. For  example, it could include patent protection for unique web-based business methods  and online processes, trademark protection for online identities and domain  names, and even copyright protection for creative expressions, such as website  designs, advertising company, and images.

Trade Secret Law:

Trade secret law will protect a  businesses proprietary and confidential information that they use as part of  their normal business practice. Some common examples of what is protected  by trade secret law would be marketing plans, customer or supplier lists,  formula’s for chemical or biological compositions, and unique manufacturing  processes.

Unfair Competition Law:

Unfair competition law can be  applied to a wide variety of commercial or business practices and conduct,  including acts of trademark and trade dress infringement, false advertising,  dilution, and theft of trade secrets.

Here’s an example. Your business has an existing product or service and  you find that some other entity has stolen or copied it. Unfair  competition laws may enable you to obtain relief when other intellectual  property protection such as patents, trademarks and copyrights are unavailable.

Franchise Law

The success of any franchise is  largely due to a trademark for the product or service that is being provided.  When a business owner finds others that are willing to invest their time  and money to assist with growing a business concept, that business owner can  use franchising to clone their business ideas and marketing techniques.  The franchise owner will then see growth rates much higher than if they  were opening more units by themselves.
                   
                
                
             
   
          

       
 
       
    



    
       
          
             
                
                   FREE! How to Get a Patent Guide

                    Clear and Simple Guide — How To Get A Patent

Do you have an idea, product or service you'd like to protect?

Don't let your idea get stolen!

                   
                      Get Your FREE Guide Now
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                Why Choose The Idea Attorneys®?

             

             

             
                
                   
                      
                         
                            

                            
                               
                            

                         

                      

                      
                         AV Rated Top 3%

                         Awarded an AV rating, the highest rating bestowed by the Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory for our legal expertise and overall professional excellence.

                      

                   

                

                
                   
                      
                         
                            

                            
                               
                            

                         

                      

                          
                         Board Certified Attorney

                         Lawyers that have been Board Certified as experts are legally permitted to identify themselves as specialists or experts in an area of law.

                      

                   

                

                
                   
                      
                         
                            

                            
                               
                            

                         

                      

                      
                         Recognized Experts

                         Founding partners Glenn Gold and John Rizvi are regularly featured in the press and quoted on important matters concerning intellectual property law.
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                Main Office - Florida
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                    Coral Springs

						11575 Heron Bay Blvd. • Suite 106

						Coral Springs, FL 33076

                         954-452-0033

                          Main Office
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                  Las Vegas Office

					9555 South Eastern Avenue  • Suite 210

					Las Vegas, Nevada 89123

                         702-997-1826

                         Las Vegas Office
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